
W-54643 TLS Crew Leader LL Eq Oper (2) 
 
Description: 
Pay Rate:  
Location: Cemetery Rd 
Supervisor: Adam Shallenberger 
Unposting Date: 05-07-2024 
  

Job Responsibilities: Under general supervision to work with and direct TLS Equipment 
Operators and other associated workers engaged in all types of work related to Transmission 
Line Construction to instruct other employees in the operation of all types or related 
equipment. To enter necessary information and data accurately and efficiently into 
Company/non-Company systems and programs. 

 

Job Qualifications: 

 Must have at least three years’ experience as TLS Live Line Equipment Operator C 
 Must possess technical skills and abilities to enter necessary information and data 

accuraetely and efficiently into Company/non-Company systems and programs 
 Must have the ability to instruct others 
 Must have unrestricted NYS Class A Commercial Drivers License 
 Must maintain possession of a New York State Crane Operators License 
 Must maintain metal coil endorsement and certificed escort license 
 Must maintain Dig Safe NY Excavation Certification 
 Must maintain HAZWOPER Certficiation 
 Must maintain electrically qualified status 
 Must have the ability, skill and knowledge to perform their job responsibilities, inclusive 

of transmission live line work practices in the energized area up to and including 345kV 

 

Note: Employees qualified and holding the title of TLS Crew Leader Live Line Equipment 
Operator will be paid $1.00 Per hour Bare Hand Premium in addition to their base rate once 
they: 

1. Obtain 300 hours of live line/bare hand work assisting a TLSCLLLBHS, TLSLLBHSB, 
TLSLLBHSA;  

2. Attend, participate and successful complete bare hand training with successful 
completion of the bare hand operator assessment 

3. Maintain the annual required 300 hours of live line/bare hand work assisting a 
TLSCLLLBHS, TLSLLBHSB, TLSLLBHSA 
   



Please be advised that due to the nature of this position, incumbents are subject to federal 
Drug & Alcohol safety regulations governing US Department of Transportation ("DOT") 
covered positions, including the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) and 
Pipeline Hazardous Material Safety Administration (PHMSA). As such, the Company’s testing 
programs and policies regarding the use of federally prohibited drugs or alcohol, for 
recreational or medical purposes, will remain in effect for these safety-sensitive, DOT covered 
positions. 

  

Only bids received on or before the above close date will be given consideration. Email bids 
to RecruitingNY@nationalgrid.com or fax bids to (315)401-7890. 
  
Bidders seeking to be considered for posted positions have the responsibility to fully set forth 
their qualifications on the job vacancy bid form. Candidates will be considered based on their 
seniority and the information provided on, or attached to, the bid form. Candidates who 
choose to submit incomplete forms may be deemed unqualified or ineligible for the posted 
position. 

 


